Call for mentors – Terms of Reference

Project overview
MY SITE aims to train youth residing in Greece - regardless of their background - and help them acquire the tools and skills needed to further develop their business idea and become successful entrepreneurs. The overall objective is to promote entrepreneurship as a means towards social inclusion and integration for both Greeks and third-country nationals, who are often excluded from the labour market thus inhibiting social interaction and exchange.

The project is co-developed and implemented by NGOs and their partners in 5 EU countries (Spain, Italy, Malta, Cyprus, and Greece).

Mentorship scheme
To complement the entrepreneurship training and assist young individuals in successfully developing their business plans and uncovering potential opportunities, while adequately preparing for the risks lying ahead, the project incorporates a pro-bono mentoring scheme. Candidates will be paired with a mentor to support and guide them after the training cycle, with the training material, the business model canvas and provide their expert advice on future steps.

Do you want to:
- help a young aspiring entrepreneur realise his/her dream?
- interact with individuals from different backgrounds and countries around the world?
- assist aspiring youth in developing unique and innovative business solutions?
- be part of an interdisciplinary, international project, aiming to find innovative solutions to tackle complex social issues?

Are you:
- a successful entrepreneur / investor / manager
- willing to contribute a few hours of your time for a good cause
- based in Thessaloniki

… then the young prospective entrepreneurs of MY SITE need you!

What we need:
- your expert advice on topics such as: finding your niche, business plan development, financial management and accounting principles, communications & marketing, funding opportunities

Trainings are scheduled for 24&25/7/2019.

20 individuals will participate in the training and mentoring scheme. All courses will be conducted in English.

The mentoring is planned for September (exact dates TBD). The time you will devote and the amount of students you will guide is flexible and to be discussed upon receiving your application.

Apply today!
If interested, please fill in the online form:
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=O4Aj2UK0oEyvetF8ukAjjRUGT7dKlEkZfkcaibJJu4Q9UNlk3sJrCsuHzMExaTVFFNFMzSzPSQVZzSS4u

The project is funded by the European Commission, under the Erasmus+ Programme
The project is funded by the European Commission, under the Erasmus+ Programme